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MAKE A STATEMENT

THE CHEVROLET SONIC

www.chevrolet.co.za

Whether you’re more into the light, playful side of life or the naughty dark
side, we’ve got a Sonic for you. Black or white with a hint of orange, we’ve
got 200 Chevrolet Sonics geared to mirror your party personality. With 16”
black alloy wheels and the built-in Chevrolet MyLink infotainment system,
this limited edition beastie is ready to rock out when you are.

DON’T MISS THE

SA LINGERIE
FASHION SHOW

AT CANAL WALK, CAPE TOWN

18 SEPTEMBER 2014
FOR MORE DETAILS GO TO
WWW.SALINGERIE.CO.ZA

ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO
SHOT BY GAVIN BOND
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kerry-lee cousins
The SA Lingerie Cover Search in association with Bulova Watches searched high and low
to find this year’s cover star. Hundreds of hopefuls from across the globe entered the first
ever Cover Search, and Kerry-Lee Cousins racked up the votes and stole our hearts. We
shot one of our hottest covers yet and this was the result.
We hope you love it as much as we do.
Profile:
Age: 24 Hometown: Cape Town Agency: Moda Model Management
Favourite Lingerie Style: Lacy, sexy and fun.
What keeps me grounded: Going through tough times in life keeps me grounded because I appreciate what I
have and know that life can change at any minute.
My heroes in real life: would have to be my parents. Sounds clichéd, I know, but they’ve done so much for me
and sometimes I really don’t know how they do it. They’re the strongest, most inspiring people I know.
My current obsessions: are handbags, gyming and exploring new fashion ideas.
Last book I read: A Way of Forgiving by Eileen Ramsay
Favorite Travel Destination: London
Bulova Cover Search 2014:
How did you hear about the Cover Search? I heard about the cover search on Facebook.
How did you go about entering the Cover Search? My agency and I discussed entering the competition and I
decided to give it a shot.
In your family, who voted for you the most? Definitely my mom!
What did winning the Cover Search mean to you? I was so excited; I’ve always wanted to be part of SA
Lingerie, and by winning I achieved a lifetime goal!
Facts:
• In the first 5 days of the cover search the SA Lingerie website had over 123 000 page impressions.
• The cover search had almost a million views at the closing date of the competition which ran over a 2 month period.
• Votes Count: Kerry Lee received 3,919 votes and earned 8 badges.
Ruched lace padded bra from R240.00
Available at Woolworths
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For more on Kerry-Lee Cousins go to www.salingerie.co.za
We want to know what you think of our cover on SA Lingerie
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new
with tri-zone® technology

for curls that last as long as you do

the must-have curling range
Patented tri-zone® technology in our new range of wands & tongs allows you to style at the safer-for-hair
temperature of 185˚C, for shinier-looking, longer-lasting curls. With so many styling possibilities you’ll
want them all... discover the range in salon or visit ghdhair.com/curve to find out more.
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FREE2BU
2pk cerise black dobby mesh bra R139.95
SHELLEY
2pk bottom R139.95

Brights
by EDGARS

SA LINGERIE

2pk pink lace bra’s R139.95
2pk pink lace boylegs R89.95
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SHELLEY
2pk Berry duo tone lace bra R269.95
2pk matching bottoms R159.95
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SA LINGERIE

SA LINGERIE

2pk blue pink mesh bra R139.95
2pk blue pink boylegs R89.95
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SA LINGERIE

by EDGARS
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Black + White heart print & plain coral 2pk Balconette R219.95
Black + White heart print & plain coral 2pk bikini R149.95

FREE 2BU
2pk bra R129.95
2pk thong R79.95

SA LINGERIE

black + white
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SHELLEY
2pk Black + White striped T-shirt bra R179.95
3pk matching bottoms R159.95

SA LINGERIE

2pk Black + White dot bra R129.95
2pk Black + White dot thong R79.95
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PASTELS
by EDGARS

SISSY BOY
Silver double push up R199.95
Silver thong R99.95

Taupe bra R219.95
Taupe boyleg R99.95
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Pink lace bra R219.95
Pink lace thong R89.95
Photographer: Ulrich Knoblauch (Supernova CM) Modelww: Morgan Shelly (Boss Models) Make Up: Alet Viljoen (Supernova CM) Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels) Creative Director: Aletha Carswell

Photographer: Jacques Weyers (AgencyBook) Models: Simone de Kock (Ice Models), Valyn Dobson (Boss Models), Erin Alice (Vision), Dudu Laduma (G3 Models), Make Up: Shahnaz Cola Wrensch (Supernova CM)
Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels) Stylist: Chloe Andrea Creative Director: Aletha Carswell

CM

Sunglasses featured: VO2897S R935.00
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MAKE A STATEMENT

THE CHEVROLET SPARK

www.chevrolet.co.za

Black or white, make your choice. Whatever your preference there’s a
Spark calling your name. Black 15’ alloys, contrasting racing Stripes, light
titanium sports seats and a super modern interior are all complimented
by the Spark’s racy sports pedals. Whether you choose black or white
the limited edition Chevrolet Spark is jam packed with features.

G avin
Bond

LIFE AMONGST THE ANGELS
- WRITTEN: BY SEAN CHRISTIE

In 2007, British-born fashion and celebrity photographer Gavin Bond boarded an interesting flight at New York’s John
F. Kennedy Airport. It was a Virgin America Boeing, destined for Los Angeles, City of Angels… except in this case the
angels – Victoria’s Secret Angels like Selita Ebanks & Miranda Kerr – happened to be on board, in their PJs.
‘Richard Branson had been kind enough to lend
Victoria’s Secret a plane, which had been entirely
done up in pink, with the line “Here Come the Angels”
down the side of the aircraft,” says Bond. ‘I was on
board to take a few pictures, but it was basically just
this unprecedented party plane, a never before or
since event.’

SA LINGERIE

For the past decade Bond, who turned 44 this year,
has been behind the scenes at the legendary annual
Victoria’s Secret Fashion Show, compiling catalogues
of unposed, informal shots of some of the world’s
shapeliest women, which sell on auction for tens of
thousands of dollars. That makes him just about the
world’s pre-eminent lingerie photographer, though
this is almost certainly a crown he would refuse, given
that his oeuvre extends far beyond underclothes.
‘It’s a small part of the photography work I do, really,
but always an interesting challenge because what
you’re trying to capture is moments,’ he says.

42

‘One click and you move on, as in the days of film
photography. I do some formal lingerie and swimsuit
work, too, but I prefer the backstage stuff, which feels less voyeuristic somehow.’ Bond
was born in London studied fashion design at St Martin’s College of Art alongside
the likes of Stella McCartney, Giles Deacon and Alexander McQueen. Two years
into his studies Bond realised he ‘was not so good at pattern cutting’, and switched
streams to graphic design, where he began working with cameras. Conveniently,

the person who produced the design students’ final
year fashion shows also happened to produce shows
for superstar designers like Vivienne Westwood
and John Galliano – so Bond and his mates were
provided with a very rare backstage access to the
heart of the Paris fashion world.
‘I had this golden opportunity to photograph
backstage at these extraordinary shows,’ he says,
‘and since there was a big demand for material of this
nature from the major British newspapers of the time,
specifically their supplementary weekend magazines,
I very quickly built up a strong portfolio of published
work.’ Bond continued to shoot backstage at fashion
shows after his graduation, but soon felt the shine
going off that particular enterprise.
‘When I started in the early 90s it was the heyday
of women I consider to be the true supermodels:
Kate Moss, Christy Turlington, Linda Evangelista and
Naomi Campbell,’ he says. ‘And they really were
women, whereas it started to seem more and more
that the models coming in were just girls. The scale
of the shows also began to change. When I started they were real extravaganzas,
serious pomp and ceremony and publicity, which slowly but surely toned down. These
changes were mirrored by what was happening in the publishing world. More and more
magazines were forgoing models and putting celebrities on their covers – musicians,
actors and the like – whereas back in the early 90s the models were the celebrities.’
...continued on next page

ADRIANA LIMA
BY GAVIN BOND

Bond started shooting posters for Hollywood movies and major television networks. He shot celebrities for magazines
like GQ and Vogue, splitting his time between New York, which he has made his home, and Los Angeles. It got so
that fashion work accounted for less than 20 percent of his time. Then one day in the mid-2000s, he received a
brief from the now defunct British magazine Arena to shoot a supplement backstage at the annual Victoria’s Secret
show, which was in its infancy but already extremely popular.
‘The moment I arrived I was reminded of the type of shows that I shot right at the start of my career, in terms of the
scale and profile of the event,’ he says. ‘Here, again, although they were only wearing lingerie, were models that
were stars in their own right.’
Asked if there is a particular art to shooting lingerie, Bond says that, ‘unsurprisingly, the models tend to be very
comfortable with their own bodies, and don’t especially need to be put at ease. People run the achievement down,
but I’ve seen how these models train, and I can tell you it’s on a par with the conditioning the great action heroes
of Hollywood put themselves through.’

‘I’D SAY THE THING I LIKE IS THE DIVERSITY ITSELF,
THE FACT THAT LAST WEEK I WAS IN THE SEYCHELLES
SHOOTING A SWIMSUIT SERIES, WHEREAS TODAY
I’M IN NEW YORK PREPARING FOR A HIGHLY
CONCEPTUAL HAIR SHOOT. AFTER THAT I’LL BE DOING
A CELEBRITY MALE COVER FOR GQ, FOLLOWED BY A
FRAGRANCE CAMPAIGN, AND OF COURSE LATER IN
THE YEAR THE VICTORIA’S SECRET MOVES TO LONDON,
WHICH WILL BE FANTASTIC.’ - GAVIN BOND

The answer is slightly evasive, in line with the down-to-earth, self-effacing attitude Bond has towards his own work.
His early career ability to capture what he calls ‘moments’ caught the eye of Philippe Garner, one of the world’s
leading authorities on photography and a director of Christie’s Auctioneers. Years later Bond re-connected with
Garner, and this time, on Garner’s recommendation, some of Bond’s Victoria’s Secret images found their way into
a Christie’s brochure, alongside the work of legendary 20th Century fashion photographers like Richard Avedon.
Bond’s personal studio work has also drawn attention. In 2008 he embarked upon a fine art project he called
‘Rebellion’, featuring former porn actress Jenna Jameson. In the most provocative of the photographs, Redemption,
Jameson kneels on a cushioned prayer stand before a rack of red votive candles, topped with a cross. She is
dressed in a traditional nun’s habit complete with wimple and woollen belt. Rosary beads spill from her clasped,
prayerful hands. Shockingly, the back of her habit is open, revealing Jameson’s shapely lace-clad bottom and sheer
black stockings. On her feet she wears killer heels with blood red soles. The image was sold by art dealer Phillips
de Pury of New York for a cool $31 250.
In addition to Avedon, Bond admires the work of the late Irving Penn, and the influence of both of these fashion
photography masters can be traced in Bond’s black and white portraits of iconic 21st Century celebrities like
George Clooney, Jonny Depp, Tilda Swinton and Charlize Theron. Bond has also travelled the world with punk rock
band Green Day, and is currently helping them to bring out a book. I asked whether, in all the wide spectrum of his
photographic pursuits, Bond had a particular preference.
‘I wouldn’t say so, exactly,’ he replied. ‘I’d say the thing I like is the diversity itself, the fact that last week I was in the
Seychelles shooting a swimsuit series, whereas today I’m in New York preparing for a highly conceptual hair shoot.
After that I’ll be doing a celebrity male cover for GQ, followed by a fragrance campaign, and of course later in the
year the Victoria’s Secret moves to London, which will be fantastic.

SA LINGERIE

‘All these different styles of photography cross-pollinate each other, which is nice, because I think it keeps my work
fresh. If you asked me what I’d do if I had all the money and time in the world, I’d say I’d probably just travel, National
Geographic-style, meeting new people and discovering new places, and photographing them. That’s what I really
love about my life as it is, and I’d just do more of that if I could.’ ◊
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CANDICE SWANEPOEL
BY GAVIN BOND

ELYSE TAYLOR
BY GAVIN BOND

ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO
BY GAVIN BOND

ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO
BY GAVIN BOND

NINA AGDAL
BY GAVIN BOND

ADRIANA LIMA
BY GAVIN BOND

ADRIANA LIMA
BY GAVIN BOND

VITAMINS | SPORTS NUTRITION | SLIMMING

Available at

Available in larger stores

CONCEPT
STORES

Join the GNC Total Lean™ Lifestyle programme, and we’ll teach you how to manage your weight,
while improving your general health and energy levels. Call 0860 254 257 to book your appointment now.

Beyond the Blue L48523

AVERAGE
IS NOT AN OPTION

TAKE THE FIRST STEP TO A LEANER, HEALTHIER YOU

A NEW KIND OF BRIGHT: The idea of having
a lingerie wardrobe that consists mostly of nude black
with the odd pop of colour is outdated. Brights are now
big, big news. Cindy Lief, the design manager for She
Bear and Wonderbra, says the new brights make use
of several bold colours in one item, or are mixed up
with exciting animal and camouflage-inspired prints.
Ultimately, if you’re to truly pull off the look, that means
not being afraid to really go wild with colour. Here’s the
good news for busy women on the go: your panties no
longer have to match your bra.

FEELING FESTIVE: As it turns out, music festivals
like Coachella and our very own Rocking the Daisies
have inspired a fun, relaxed, festival-style trend that
comes through strongly in Woolworths’ new JT One
collection. ‘Must-have items are the easy racer back
tee and the cutest of shorts,’ says Tracey Hodgson,
Woolworths’ lingerie buyer. ‘It’s all about mix and match
lounge wear as well as the mixing of ethnic prints with
floral bras and panties with a splash of neon.’

SIMPLY RED: According to Victoria Taylor, Edcon’s
lingerie buyer, the colour red is going to have a real
moment this summer. ‘Be it a racing red that shouts
“Look at me!”, or a deeper, more romantic-looking red,
you can wear this colour alone or mixed with black lace
to tie into the lace trend,’ she says. Red is also the ideal
shade to get you in the mood for the festive season,
and can be whipped out again come Valentine’s Day.

so hot

right now

IF THE LATEST LINGERIE TRENDS ARE ANYTHING TO GO BY,
THIS SUMMER’S GOING TO BE A REAL SIZZLER.

In the same way you clean out your closet each season to make room for new, fashion-forward items, you should be doing the same with your
underwear drawer. Just like everything else, lingerie’s aligned to the latest trends too – and this season’s a flirty-sexy mix of bold prints, the
occasional dash o’ pineapple, new look lace and textures just begging to be touched. - WRITTEN BY: LEIGH VAN DEN BERG
SPORTS LUXE: Another hot trend is anything with
a ‘sports influence’, says Hodgson. ‘JT One has the
must-have leggings with bright mesh or tie-dye accents
and racer backs that are perfect for gym-loving girls.’
The best part is you don’t have to keep this kind of
underwear hiding underneath your clothes ‘Layer up
with a cropped tee or a vest with attitude and you’re
ready to go,’ says Hodgson.
HOT TROPICS: Notice how pineapples are
suddenly appearing on everything from dresses and
leggings to handbags and iPhone covers? That’s
summer’s fun-to-wear tropical trend, and it extends
to lingerie too. ‘Cute tropical-print shorts and panties
teamed with bright vests, tees and push-up bras will
have you ready to party all summer, and are perfect for
beach lovers,’ says Hodgson.

NOW AVAILABLE AT STAND ALONE STORES AND SELECTED EDGARS STORES NATIONWIDE.

FLOWER POWER: A cute pair of daisy-bedecked
briefs will never go amiss, but this season you’re
encouraged to think a little bigger. ‘Designers are
daring to break away from the traditional florals this
season, bringing in eccentric colours and exaggerated
proportions,’ says Lief. This could mean camo-print
underwear sets covered in giant neon magnolias or a
bed-time tee sporting a giant, gem-studded sunflower.

TEXTURE THAT TALKS: If you’re not a fan of
prints, you’ll appreciate the ‘texture trend’. Essentially,
this sees a flurry of solid coloured bras and panties, but
made from fabric that features a little interest: things
like flocked heart and spot patterns. ‘This give the items
a little personality but keep them incredibly wearable,’
explains Taylor.
ROMANTIC LACE: Lace will always be a staple
in lingerie land, especially when you want to conjure
up a little romance. However, Lief says this season’s
lace is paired with translucent fabrics in contrasting
colours with embroidered accents to create a modern
yet feminine look. Taylor agrees, adding that the lace
look is incredibly versatile: ‘It’s now a dominant feature
instead of just being used as a trim, and you’ll see it
works well for both pretty, pastel-coloured lingerie as
well as bold, bright pieces that translate perfectly for the
hot tropical trend.’

A GEOMETRIC TWIST: ‘Classic proportions
and creative geometrics are a big influence,’ says
Lief. ‘Think bright colours teamed with white or black
accents – the ideal combination to take your lingerie
day to evening. For a sexier look, nudes under sheer
black accents are your perfect ‘night out’ essentials.’
MONOCHROME MADNESS: Yep, the
monochrome trend is still going strong – and now
extends from outerwear and accessories to underwear
too. ‘While black-and-white has been a lingerie
mainstay for ever, it’s now updated by the use of black
and white in the same garment – be it via a pattern
like spots or stripes, or an accent like a bow or trim,’
says Taylor. This is an ideal trend for anyone wanting
a lingerie wardrobe that’s classic and sophisticated yet
very, very sexy. ◊

Edgars Thank U Account Card can be used to buy on credit at La Senza. No Thank U
Points can be earned by using your Edgars Thank U Account Card in stand alone stores.
L A S E N Z A C U S TO M E R I N F O R M AT I O N : 021 447 7718 | info@lasenza.co.za
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Lera
for

SA LINGERIE

WONDERBRA
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SEXY - DATING FRISKY
Wonderbra wild embroidery
cleavage bra from R329.95
Matching thong from R104.95

SEXY - DATING FRISKY
Wonderbra 2 sizes up
cleavage bra from R339.95
Matching boyleg
from R119.95

56

Photographer: Jacques Weyers (AgencyBook) Model: Lera Korytska (Outlaws Model Agency) Hair & Make Up: Merle Titus (Infidels) Creative Director: Aletha Carswell

SA LINGERIE

SEXY - DATING FRISKY
Wonderbra 2 sizes up
cleavage bra from R339.95
Matching thong from R104.95

SEXY - DATING FRISKY
Wonderbra wild embroidery
cleavage bra from R329.95
Matching thong from R104.95

Photographer: Jacques Weyers(AgencyBook) Model: Lera Korytska (Outlaws Model Agency) Hair & Make Up: Merle Titus (Infidels) Creative Director: Aletha Carswell Bra: Wonderbra

Bulova Ladies Collection

the ladies diamond collection

STYLE BG98R149

I love classy underwear,
particularly satin that sits
softly on the skin and
doesn’t show too much,
just teases. Implication is
sexy. A turn-off is underwear
that shows too much. The
imagination is a powerful
and beautiful thing. Let the
guy’s mind run wild by not
revealing too much. There’s
this misconception that sexy
means showing lots of skin.

VITAMINS | SPORTS NUTRITION | SLIMMING

AVERAGE THINKS

- Jonathon Boynton-Lee,
Cosmo Sexiest Man 2014,
presenter (and director)

THE SCALE IS A LITTLE OFF

- Siv Ngesi, actor and
comedian

let’s hear it
from the boys

GNC

WE QUIZZED A FEW HOT LOCAL MALE CELEBS FOR THEIR
THOUGHTS ON WHAT TYPE OF LINGERIE THEY MOST LIKE TO
SEE ON A WOMAN.

PROVEN THERMOGENIC FORMULA THAT
HELPS TO ENHANCE METABOLISM, BURN
CALORIES AND BOOST ENERGY LEVELS.

- WRITTEN BY: LEIGH VAN DEN BERG

Available in larger stores

@GNC_SA

LiveWellGNC

CONCEPT
STORES
www.gnc.co.za

200mg 495mg 272 mg
GINGER ROOT
EXTRACT

GUARANA
ROOT

BLACK TEA
LEAVES

5mg

DILL WEED
EXTRACT

* For best results, use the healthy diet and exercise program included with Burn 60.

Beyond the Blue L48522

A powerful thermogenic formula that increases calorie
burning by up to 60%* to boost energy and metabolism.*

- Jimmy Nevis, singer

My favourite type
of lingerie is black
lace that’s well fitted
and shows off all the
beautiful curves a
woman should have.
The key to wearing
lingerie is to do it with
confidence; to know that
just by standing there
you’re driving your boy
crazy and causing his
imagination to run wild.
- Ryan Botha, soccer
player and model

SA LINGERIE

I say keep
it classic. A
woman of
class is always
a turn-on.
But you can
still be bad
and classy
with sheer
black lingerie.
Beautiful and
simple.

With its powerful ingredients, Burn 60 enhances cellular
metabolic activity.

Available at

To be honest, I much
prefer no lingerie at
all – but if I had to
choose it would be
those butt-hugging
briefs that make
everything look like
it’s calling my name. I
also like lingerie that’s
see-through, but
covering up certain
bits so it ends up only
making you want to
see more. The only
real lingerie no-go
for me are granny
panties. Those totally
turn me off.
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NEW

Our precious argan nuts are sourced from the remote
Atlas Mountains of Morocco. They are hand-picked, hand-cracked
& slowly pressed for the purest, most radiant oil.
Available at all The Body Shop® stores 15 Sept. Go to www.thebodyshop.co.za for details.

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY

Photographer: Jacques Weyers (AgencyBook) Model: Jenean Baylor (Base Models) Make Up: Alet Viljoen (Supernova CM) Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels) Creative Director: Aletha Carswell
Bra available from Jet

P R E C I O U S W I L D A RGA N R A N G E

Opticals featured: VO2887 R1 625.00

for

ACKERMANS

2pk lace push up bra (2pk colours grey and pink) Size: 34A-38D R129.95
2pk lace boyleg bottoms (2pk colours grey and pink) Size: XS-XL R79.95
In store 19 September 2014

Chemise set with matching g-string
Size: S-L R139.95
Selected Ackermans Stores
In store 27 September 2014

SA LINGERIE

Rosette Mogomotsi

Photographer: Jacques Weyers (AgencyBook) Model: Rosette Mogomotsi (1085 Model Management ) Hair & Make Up: Merle Titus (Infidels) Stylist: Chloe Andrea Creative Director: Aletha Carswell

BACKSTAGE WITH
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sultriest cities
on earth

IF YOU THOUGHT PARIS WAS SEDUCTIVE, THINK AGAIN

- WRITTEN BY: DANIELLE DOUGHERTY

FLORIANÓPOLIS, BRAZIL
The 2014 FIFA World Cup may have bolstered Rio de Janeiro’s carefully cultivated image of sexiness, but anyone who
has actually visited Rio knows that the potent marketing combo of Speedos and street samba has been oversold. ‘It’s
difficult to overlook the fact that 90% of the people in Rio live in relative poverty,’ says Jesse Charger of Seduction
Science. ‘Most local men and women don’t have the money or inclination to hit the gym, eat right or dress particularly
well. Your average Rio guy or girl has a bit of pot belly, bad posture and rough hands and skin.’
Beyond the World Cup limelight, however, lies a Brazilian city that is truly sexy: Florianópolis, otherwise known as Floripa,
in the Brazilian state of Catarina.
The Globe and Mail has described the city, which embraces a 30-mile-long island and is wrapped up in over 40 snowy
white beaches, as ‘idyllic… bursting with beautiful people, buckets of money and an (as yet) uncorrupted bohemian
spirit’. In 2009, the New York Times rated Floripa the world’s hottest party destination, flagging the recent arrival of
superclubs like Pacha.
Floripa’s nigtlife has, in recent years, magnetised elite vagabonds like Prince Pierre Casiraghi of Monaco, while its
waves have given rise to a surf culture of international repute. South African-born Graham Goodman, co-owner of
FloripaKiteSurfing.com, describes the city as ‘one of the most beautiful places on earth’.
‘It has everything,’ he says. ‘Beautiful people and a beach and a party for all tastes. Large parts of the main city are cut
off to cars, so it’s a pedestrian and commuter’s paradise, which makes the daylight hours seem every bit as social as the
nocturnal ones. I’m the first person to stick up for the natural beauty of South African landscapes and of South Africans
themselves, but Floripa combines this level of physical beauty with safety, diversity and the unparalleled sexiness of the
Portuguese language.’
SEXY… BUT FOR WHO, EXACTLY? The island caters for all comers. Praia Mole is both a surfer’s paradise and a gay
mecca. Jurerê Internacional hosts a handful of superclubs and attracts the well-heeled. Lagoa da Conceição, one of
the best places on Earth to learn to kite surf, is a magnet for artists and intellectuals.
NOT SO SEXY: The water is colder than it looks!
SEVILLE, SPAIN
In summer you can pick oranges off almost every street in Seville and eat them. Or, since Seville oranges are as bitter
as lemons, you can turn them into marmalade instead. Whatever you do (just looking is safest: picking is illegal), you’re
in a city which is also an orchard.
Seville is also the world capital of flamenco, arguably the world’s sexiest dance, which is honoured each year at the
famous Feria de Abril (April Fair), a monster of a fiesta dating back to the middle ages. This is a time when beautiful
women ruck up the flounces of their flamenco dresses to mount scooters, and crowds from surrounding towns and all
over the world douse themselves with Jerez sherry and manzanilla wine while abusing Seville’s famous tapas scene.
It’s like Germany’s Oktoberfest, with sex appeal.
You can hire a row boat at the Plaza de España and go drifting down the River Guadalquivir, or see the cathedral lit up
from the EME terrace bar.
However you take Seville, you’ll return home completely seduced, calling for Jamón ibérico and lamb kidneys in sherry
sauce at 10pm, for bar-hopping at midnight, and nightclubs at 3am. And then you’ll insist on your siesta the next day
at work. When that doesn’t work out, you’ll sigh after Sevilla as after a great love. Ah Sevilla, cada día te quiero mas…
SEXY… BUT FOR WHO, EXACTLY? Anyone who knows the difference between a bandillero, a picador and a matador.
NOT SO SEXY: Corrida, or bullfighting, may have been a big turn-on for Ernest Hemingway, but most of the world finds
it disgusting that 600 bulls are killed for sport in Spain every year.

VENICE, ITALY
No city captures the childhood imagination quite like Venice, with its sinking buildings and oddly-dressed men who
pilot boats with long poles. This mystique carries through to adulthood, becoming darker and more potent when one
learns, for example, that The City of Water gave rise to the world’s most famous lover, Giacomo Cassanova, a low-born
charmer who launched a program of seduction so expansive and reckless he was wanted for questioning all over
Europe.
For the playwright Truman Capote, Venice was ‘like eating an entire box of chocolate liqueurs in one go’. The sickly
sweet comment veils more than it reveals, and in fact Capote learned about the power of the mask in Venice, the world
capital of the Masquerade ball and home of the historically famous Venetian Carnival. He was a regular visitor, as were
Charlie Chaplin, Orson Welles and the writer Ernest Hemingway, who said he came to Venice ‘to be healed by its scampi
and its Valpolicella (Venetian wine)’.
Of course, Venice is busier today with starry-eyed honeymooners and Euro-trotting students than it is with notorious
men of action. If you’re single, the headiest time to be in Venice is the first week of the once-every-two-years Venice Art
Biennale, when the denizens of the art world descend on Venice to drink Bellinis and party on millionaires’ yachts. The
rest of the year you’d do better to arrive with a lover. That way you can be sure of company when you take in the sunset
from the Giardini Pubblici in Castello or stroll on the Zattere (promenade) on the city’s southern shore.
SEXY… BUT FOR WHO, EXACTLY? Anyone who can afford a decent hotel, allowing them to escape the sometimes
overwhelming crowds.
NOT SO SEXY: The crowds, and the whiff of decay that at times wafts up from the canals.

KYOTO, JAPAN
The city of Kyoto so seduced US Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson when he visited on his honeymoon, that he
personally intervened to have it removed from the atomic bomb target list during the Second World War. With what,
exactly, was he so taken? The Lonely Planet Kyoto city guide succinctly describes the city’s charms in a backpage
blurb: ‘Kyoto is the Japan of your imagination: quiet temples, sublime Zen gardens, colourful Shinto shrines and narrow
alleys where geisha scurry to secret assignations.’
Kyoto is a sexy city in a very literal, geophysical way. Seen from elevation, it is as if nature has clothed the flowing
hillocks of Kyoto in the most exquisite fabrics: glowing pinks in spring, courtesy of the famous cherry blossom trees, and
deep greens then reds and yellows in autumn, thanks to the maples. The dark branches of the cypress trees beckon
like fingers, but in the look-don’t-touch tradition of the place, their trunks often wear conservative stockings of moss.
And then, of course, there are the geisha – or geiko, as they’re known locally. These infinitely compelling women with
their concealing, colourful robes and heavy make-up are the perfect human echo of the city’s provocative landscapes.
They can be found in the teahouses of Gion and Miyagawacho, where the streets are intimately narrow, yet very safe
– even at night.
SEXY… BUT FOR WHO, EXACTLY? People who like excellent Japanese food, haikus and landscape photography.
NOT SO SEXY: Parts of the city feel unplanned, and are decidedly unattractive! ◊

For more on the Sultriest Cities On Earth go to www.salingerie.co.za
Vote for your sexiest and sultriest city on
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MARRAKECH, MOROCCO
Certain place names are simply encoded with sexiness, and Marrakech in the middle of Morocco is undoubtedly one
of those. Must be the Mmm sound.
Where so many cities thrust out their chests and fan their tail feathers trying to be sexy, Marrakech teaches us that true
allure is achieved in less obvious ways. True sexiness is having a thousand years of history, crammed with powerful
dynasties and the palaces and mosques these dynasties built. True sexiness is having a cuisine celebrated the world
over for its artful use of spice. It’s being so awash in green roof tiles, golden courtyards, pink oleanders, purple
jacarandas and pomegranate bushes, that one-time resident Yves Saint Laurent claimed the place as the touchstone
of his artistic inspiration. Finally, true sexiness is having an architecture that seems to arise directly from the surrounding
plains.
Take, for example, this description from 20th Century novelist and composer Paul Bowles: ‘When the wind blows, the
pink of the plains sweeps into the sky, obscuring the sun, and the whole city, painted with a wash made of the pink
earth on which it rests, glows red in the cataclysmic light.’
That’s friggin’ sexy. A little frightening, but sexy. Bowles, incidentally, was just one of many exotic internationals to have
known and admired the charms of Marrakech, otherwise known as The Red City. We’ve already mentioned old Yves.
Winston Churchill used to holiday there, and Mick Jagger apparently still does. Imagine bumping into those lips in a
crowded souk!
SEXY… BUT FOR WHO, EXACTLY? Lovers of spicy food, belly-dancing and secret doors that open on secret rooms.
NOT SO SEXY: Ex-pat owners with cats named Bizou, who run over-priced guest lodges and act like Morocco
somehow owes them a debt of gratitude.
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No panty line knicker shorts R199.95 (3pk) and crop tops R199.95 (3pk)
No panty line bikini with lace R199.95 (3pk) Exclusiv pouch trunk R229.95 (R2pk)
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No panty line knicker shorts R199.95 (3pk)
and crop top R199.95 (3pk)
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Viscose luscious bikini R189.95 (2pk)
Crop top R199.95 (3pk)
Y-Boxer brief R249.95 (2pk)

No panty line bikini R199.95 (3pk)		
Crop top R199.95 (3pk)

No panty line knicker shorts R199.95 (3pk)
Crop top R199.95 (3pk)

No panty line bikini with lace R199.95 (3pk)

Enchanted striped knicker shorts R220.00 (3pk)
Enchanted striped cami R199.95

Trendz pouch trunk
R249.95 (2pk)

Photographer: Preyen Moodley (Loopphoto) Models: Derryn Lester (D-Management), Wandile Moyo (Twenty Management), Lynn Schooling (Ice Genetics), Julian Naderer (Outlaws)
Make Up & Hair: Sian Bianca Moss (Infidels) Stylist: Taniel Telo Creative Director: Aletha Carswell

Crop top R199.95 (3pk)
No panty line knicker short R199.95 (3pk)

2 pk bra R99.99
2 pk panties R59.99

2 pk bra R99.99
2 pk panties R59.99
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Photographer: Jacques Weyers (AgencyBook) Models: Marie Taljaard (Boss Models), Jenean Baylor (Base Models) Make Up: Alet Viljoen (Supernova CM) Hair: Merle Titus (Infidels)
Creative Director: Aletha Carswell

2 pk bra R99.99
2 pk panties R59.99
2 pk bra R99.99
2 pk panties R59.99

new
with tri-zone® technology

for curls that last
as long as you do
Introducing ghd curve™, the new range of wands & tongs from ghd.
Our patented tri-zone® technology allows you to style constantly and
evenly at 185˚C, for healthier-looking curls that stay locked-in all day
and night. Discover a world of styling possibilities in salon
or visit ghdhair.com/curve to find out more.

ALESSANDRA AMBROSIO
SHOT BY GAVIN BOND
STOCKIST INFO

Aldo
Contact Number: +27 (0)11 555 2353
www.aldoshoessa.co.za
Bulova
www.jptime.co.za
Canal Walk
Contact Number: +27 (0)21 529 9600
www.canalwalk.co.za
Chevrolet
Contact Number: +27(0)11 806 4600
www.chevrolet.co.za
Edgars
Contact Number: +27 (0) 11 495 6000
www.edgars.co.za
GHD
Sharecall Number: 0860 109 366
Contact Number: +27 (0)31 766 0320
www.ghdhair.co.za
GNC
www.gnc.co.za/stores
Jet
www.jetonline.co.za
Jockey
Toll free number: 0800 562 539
www.jockey.co.za
La Senza
Contact Number: +27 (0)21 447 7718
www.facebook.com/lasenzaSA
NYX
Available at selected Clicks Stores
www.nyxcosmetics.com
www.facebook.com/nyxcosmetics
Soviet
www.sovietfashion.com
Vogue Eyewear
Contact Number: Luxottica + 27 (0)21 486 6100
www.vogue-eyewear.com
Wonderbra
Available at selected Truworths, Edgars & Stuttafords
DBApparel Toll Free Number: 0800 004 469
Contact Email: consumer.services@dbaeu.com
Woolworths
Customer Service Number: 0860 022 002

stars
+ bras

WRITTEN BY: LEIGH VAN DEN BERG

Paris Hilton has a zillion eponymous perfumes and the Kardashians have created a make-up-line, but lingerie
is another industry the stars seem to enjoy dipping their fingers into. One of the most successful star-powered
lingerie lines would have to be supermodel Elle McPherson’s ‘Elle McPherson’s Intimates’, available locally
at Stuttafords. Singer Jessica Simpson, a veritable mogul with her own shoes, cosmetics and perfume lines,
naturally has her own underwear range too – as do Queen Latifah, Gisele Bunchen and Dita von Teese.
The most recent celeb to get in on the undie action is Britney Spears, who’s just launched a lingerie collection
called ‘The Intimate Britney Spears’. ‘It is so important for women to feel confident, sexy and empowered,
especially in those private moments with the one they love,’ she says. ‘The Intimate Britney Spears will do
exactly that. Each line in the collection is beautiful with vintage inspired details, and fit all women.’
Locally, Top Billing’s Bonang Matheba has got in on the undie action too, having teamed up with Woolworths to
create her own very sexy lingerie line, ‘Bonang for Distraction’. ◊
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Photographer: Jacques Weyers(AgencyBook) Model: Marie Taljaard (Boss Models) Hair & Make Up: Merle Titus (Infidels) Creative Director: Aletha Carswell Bra: Wonderbra

Ackermans
Customer Care Line: 0860 900 1000 (RSA) or
+27 (0)21 928 1040 (foreign).
www.ackermans.co.za
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AVERAGE CAN’T WAIT

A GLOBAL LEADER IN

HEALTH AND WELLNESS PRODUCTS

FOR THE END OF THE SKINNY JEAN ERA

General Nutrition Corporation (GNC), the world’s
leading retailer of health and wellness products has
helped millions around the world improve their ﬁtness,
their health and their lives by encouraging consumers
to #BeatAverage and by offering quality products that
address the needs of the modern consumer.

HEALTHY MEAL REPLACEMENT TO SUPPORT
LEAN MUSCLE TONE AND IMPROVED
METABOLISM*

Available in over 8 400 locations in 55 countries, the
company has devoted itself to ensuring that it remains
on the cutting edge of nutritional science. From scientiﬁc
research and new product discovery to the manufacturing
and packaging process, GNC takes pride in its rigorous
approach to ensuring quality products.

GNC Total Lean™ Lean Shake™ 25 offers a well-balanced
blend of high-quality protein, ﬁbre, vitamins and minerals.
With Oat beta-glucan - a powerful, low-glycemic soluble
ﬁbre that supports normal blood glucose levels.

GNC’s range of vitamins, mineral supplements,
herbal supplements, sports nutrition and slimming
products are available at larger Clicks stores and
GNC concept stores. Please visit www.gnc.co.za for more
information and Like www.facebook.com/LiveWellGNC or follow
@GNC_SA for social media updates.

With 25 grams of high-quality protein per serving,
Total Lean Shake 25 helps support lean body mass.

@GNC_SA

LiveWellGNC

CONCEPT
STORES
www.gnc.co.za

PROTEIN

8g

FIBRE

24

VITAMINS

* For best results, use the healthy diet and exercise program included with Lean Shake 25

Beyond the Blue L48777

25 g

Available at

Available in larger stores

In addition to the care and research that goes into
developing new products and discovering new
ingredients, GNC leads the market in demanding the
truth in supplement labelling – with all ingredients
clearly listed – as well as ensuring ingredient safety for
consumers. Each GNC product undergoes up to 150
manufacturing and quality checks to guarantee that
it is not only safe, but also potent and able to deliver
optimal beneﬁts. With 200 scientiﬁc minds powering
the research and innovation behind their products, GNC
sets the standard in the global nutritional supplement
industry.

